Materials
The homes are made of Compressed Earth Blocks made from soil mined on the Tribe’s lands.

Employment
A new home construction industry is being established on the reservation employing Crow Tribal members.

Affordable Housing
Unique architectural designs combine modern passive solar strategies with culturally relevant forms.

A 100% Tribal workforce produces up to 1900 compressed earth blocks (CEB) a day at a facility on the reservation. All of the block needed for one of our homes can be made in three days.

Awe’-Itche Ashe’ Good Earth Lodges

Each home site is carefully oriented with southern exposure, a specially designed foundation, and geothermal heat pumps to maximize energy efficiency.

Sustainable, energy efficient & culturally relevant... These homes are the new standard for Indian Country.
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Contact: Larry Falls Down
Phone: 406-696-1580
larry@crowhousing.org